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A selection of funny,
original and varied
picture books,
beautifully illustrated,
designed for early
readers.
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to develop
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key
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capacities: emotional,
linguistic, sensory,
psychomotor, logical
and spatial.

Discovering Bolita
Original title: Descubriendo a Bolita

María Sosa García
Illus. by Viviana Garofoli

The Superchef
Discover the emotions with
Nicolás and Bolita!
Open this wonderful story and discover the emotions
with Nicolás and his little friend, Bolita, a ball of fluff
who lives in his room.

Original title: La Superchef

Alicia Más Lorenzo (author & illustrator)

A story with superpowers to help you
achieve your dreams!
Children and adults alike have goals that we
dream about achieving. But what happens when
we don’t manage it? It can be pretty frustrating,
right? With her entertaining magic
recipes, the protagonist of this
story, Gala, shows us that nobody
is born knowing everything, and
that making a mistake is not a sign
of failure but part of how we learn.

723695 | 978-84-696-2720-4
245 x 245 mm | 16 pp | HB | 11,50€

2

7251059 | 978-84-696-2518-7
235 x 300 mm | 48 pp | HB | 15,95€

3+Y

3+Y

OTHER STORIES

SHORT STORIES

(Otros cuentos)

(Cuentos cortos)
Short stories written
and illustrated by
leading figures in
Spanish children’s
literature.

Short stories, catchy
stories, stories
that can be told in
a few minutes… All
featuring wonderful
illustrations and with
vocabulary adapted
for pre-readers.

Stories With Art
Wash Your Hands, María

Original Title: Cuentos con Arte

Original Title: Lávate las manos, María

Cristina Zúñiga
Illus. by Violeta Monreal

Pilar López Ávila
Illus. by Roser Calafell

A wonderful introduction to the world of painting!
One, two three, wash your hands
again, like María!
A charming book featuring María, a girl who
loves to write her name, try new flavours,
play… but not to wash her hands. Until one
day, mum and dad decide to give her some
encouragement to discover how important
it is for her health and well-being. How? With
a funny song and lots of love.

A wonderful book for children who are starting to read,
providing an easy and fun introduction to the world of
painting. Contains six little stories with illustrations inspired
by some of the masterpieces of the History of Art, along
with songs for children to learn and sing.

RIGHTS SOLD: Simplified CHINESE
7201298 | 978-84-696-2979-6
255 x 260 mm | 36 pp | HB | 12,50€

7247052 | 978-84-696-2980-2
215 x 220 mm | 180 pp | HB | 16,50€
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3+Y

3+Y

A Story, a Kiss and Off to Bed
Original Title: Una historia, un besito y… ¡a la cama!

Several authors and illustrators

Stories for a Better World
Original Title: Cuento contigo para mejorar el mundo

J. R. Barat · Illus. by  Inés Burgos
Eight stories that will touch the hearts of readers. Come on an
adventure with Gabi, Nicolás, Teresa and David and discover the
value of generosity, kindness and honesty.
In this collection of delightful stories, the young protagonists
experience situations that will test their emotions, their feelings
and their values. Eight stories that stress the importance of
honesty, generosity, loyalty, kindness, gentleness, integrity,
responsibility and discipline.
Includes a workshop for parents in which leading psychologist,
Javier Urra, offers advice on transmitting these values to children.

7247049 | 978-84-696-2851-5
210 x 275 mm | 112 pp | HB | 14,50€
4

A lovely book for parents and children to
share.
A wonderful volume that contains a collection
of stories that are funny, tender and moving. A
collection of 15 short stories, ideal for reading
before bedtime,
beautifully narrated and
illustrated by some of
Spain’s best-known
children’s writers and
illustrators.
A story with
superpowers to help
you achieve your
dreams!

7247062 | 978-84-696-6689-0
190 x 195 mm | 272 pp | HB | 16,95€

3+Y

3+Y

A Story and Off to Bed
Original Title: Un cuento y..¡a dormir!

Several authors and illustrators

The Dragon Reader and His Friends
A selection of funny, original and varied
picture books, beautifully illustrated,
designed for early readers

Original Title: El Dragón Lector y sus amigos

Several authors and illustrators

Put a dragon in your life – and if he’s a reader, even better.
Once upon a time there was a blue dragon called Leo who always
had a book under his arm. And this dragon had a dream: to found a
dynasty of dragons who would bring the best stories to children like
you. Do you want to know if his dream came true? Open this book
and find out. A collection of almost fifty stories featuring wonderful,
funny dragons that you will love.

7247053 | 978-84-696-2981-9
190 x 190 mm | 272 pp | HB | 16,95€

7247050 | 978-84-696-2852-2
175 x 245 mm | 160 pp | HB | 13,50€
5

3+Y

3+Y

Little Bugs

Little Robots

Original Title: Pequebichos

Original Title: PequeRobots

Jesús Sanjuán Cantero
Illus. by M.ª Luisa Torcida

Jesús Sanjuán Cantero
Illus. by M.ª Ángeles Aznar Medina

An original and entertaining book,
containing six funny stories with
pictures to help the reader along
the way. Each story features a
little bug: an ant, a bee, a ladybird,
a centipede, a cricket and a worm.
The book includes a recording of
the songs in the stories, and six
die-cut cards to make 3D versions
of the Little Bugs.
The songs are also available via
the URLs and QR in the book.

7216295 | 978-84-696-0167-9
220 x 225 mm | 156 pp | HB | 16,95€
6

A song for each story!
This book contains six entertaining
stories about the Little Robots, a
charming set of characters. They all
have special characteristics that make
them unique and appealing. The texts
include pictograms to make the reading
process easier and more enjoyable.
What’s more, each story is accompanied
by a song available via a URL or QR code.
The book includes five die-cut cards to
make models of the Little Robots, and
entertaining games and activities.

7216456 | 978-84-696-2958-1
215 x 215 mm | 130 pp | HB | 16,95€

3+Y
Little Emotions
Original Title: PequeRobots

Jesús Sanjuán Cantero
Illus. by M.ª Ángeles
Aznar Medina

Learn to manage your emotions with these stories
Six magnificent stories, accompanied by Marisa Morea’s
sensitive, witty illustrations, designed to help young readers
enjoy the text and to learn to identify, recognize and name these
emotions: anger, shame, envy, happiness, sadness and fear.
A book that addresses emotional education, the first step towards
helping children to become happy people, capable of living with
others in harmony.
The emotions covered in these stories arise in contexts and
situations that are easily recognized by children, who will find it
easy to identify with the characters.
The texts include pictograms to make the reading process easier
and more enjoyable.
Each story is accompanied by a song – with and without words,
so that children can sing along – available via a URL or QR code.
The book also comes with five die-cut cards to make 3D models
of the characters to play with.
At the end of each story are suggestions for fun games to help
focus the reader’s attention and memory.

7216537 | 978-84-696-6692-0
210 x 210 mm | 156 pp | HB | 16,95€
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EMOTIONAL BOOKS
(Libros de emociones)
These picture books
will help little readers
understand and
identify their feelings
and emotions and
how to deal with
them.

8

How to be Great at Values
and Emotions

Short Stories about Emotions
at School

Original Title: Cómo ser genial en valores y emociones

Original Title: Cuentos cortos de emociones en el cole

J. R. Barat · Illus. by Francesc Rovira

Pedro María García Franco · Illus. by Cuchu

How can you be great at values and
emotions? Simple: just read this book!
Inside, readers will find 10 emotions and
10 values, presented through a series of
short poems that are simple and fun.
Each poem is accompanied
by a charming illustration
and a quotation from a
famous person, and is sure
to delight young readers.
A book that will give
enjoyment, excitement and
food for thought.

Learn to manage your Emotions to be Happy!

7242163 | 978-84-696-2649-8
220 x 225 mm | 48 pp | HB | 14,50 €

7247057 | 978-84-696-6337-0
215 x 220 mm | 120 pp | HB | 16,95€

Six lovely stories that are set in school. Accompanied
by sensitive, witty illustrations, designed to help young
readers enjoy the love of reading at the same time they
learn to identify, recognize and name their emotions.

3+Y

3+Y

Emoticuentos: Short Stories
to understand your emotions

Short Stories to Make You Happy

Original Title: Emoticuentos: Cuentos cortos
para que entiendas tus emociones

Pedro María García Franco,
Illus. by Isabel Caruncho

Pedro María García Franco
Illus. by Marta Fábrega
The nine wonderful stories in this book,
delicately illustrated, will help young readers
enjoy reading and also to learn to identify,
recognize and name all their emotions, from
happiness to sadness and anger.

Original Title: Cuentos cortos para ser feliz

Understand your emotions and learn to
be happy!
Six magnificent stories, accompanied by Isabel
Caruncho’s sensitive, witty illustrations, designed
to help young readers enjoy the text and to
learn to identify, recognize and name all their
emotions, from happiness to sadness and anger.

They will take their first steps towards
managing these emotions successfully.
The emoticons included at the end
of each story will guide readers in
this task, and will enable them to
quickly link the emotion addressed
with the symbol that represents it.

7247021 | 978-84-696-0640-7
220 x 220 mm | 144 pp | HB | 14,50€

7247040 | 978-84-696-2730-3
215 x 220 mm | 272 pp | HB | 13,50€
9

3+Y
TINY STORIES
(Chiquicuentos)

With their small, easy-to-handle
format and cursive writing, they
are ideal for new readers.
The best literature for little ones!

175 x 210 mm | HB | 32pp | 6,50€

ChiquiCuento 64.
Marisa and the Dust Bunny

ChiquiCuento 65.
Pirates Don’t Wet the Bed

ChiquiCuento 66.
The Three Wise Camels

Original Title: Chiquicuento 64- Marisa y la
pelusa

Original Title: Chiquicuento 65- Los Piratas
no mojan la cama

Original Title: ChiquiCuento 66. Los Tres
Camellos Magos

Fernando Lalana
Illus. by Claudia Ranucci

Paula Merián
Illus. by Nacho Gómez

Julia San Miguel
Illus. by Arancha Perpiñán

Meet Marisa,

A nappy that belongs to nobody appears in
the good ship Roscón Pirata. Whose can it
be? What a mystery!

The best way to start reading!

7204191 | 978-84-696-6649-4

7204192 | 978-84-696-6650-0

She’s a hard worker
with a great big smile.
She only has one little fault…
she’s very messy!

7204190 | 978-84-696-6648-7

10

The camels are very tired and they have a
plan for reducing their workload: they’re
going to make the kids’ letters disappear
so that none of them reach The Three
Wise Men… and that way, there will be no
presents to deliver!

11

3+Y
FUN ADVENTURES
WITH LETTERS
AND NUMBERS
(Las divertidas
aventuras de
las letras y
los números)

M.ª Luisa Torcida
(author & illustrator)

Find the Differences with the Wacky Letters
Original Title: Busca las diferencias con las letras divertidas

Become a detective and find the hidden differences
with your friends: the wacky letters.
A delightful alphabet picture book packed with challenges, in
which readers have to find the 10 differences between the two
drawings on each double-page spread.

7242195 | 978-84-696-6685-2
250 x 255 mm | 72 pp | HB | 12,00€
12

6+Y
GAMES
AND HOBBIES

Look for animals hidden in unique, magical
landscapes.

(Juegos y
Pasatiempos)

A wonderful book which presents double-page spreads of
15 fantastical universes that combine animals from different
ecosystems. These universes are varied, suggestive and
magical: they contain animals from the past, animals in black
and white, fairytale animals, animals with a bad reputation…
all in 15 beautifully illustrated scenarios. Each universe
includes 5 riddles to which the answers are some of the
animals that appear in the scenario. Readers will have to draw
on all their ingenuity and powers of observation to find the
answers. And they will have to search for the intruder and
spot those who are camouflaged. As well as finding Ana, a
tiny alien who always hides from inquisitive stares. The book
contains a section of curious animal facts, and includes the
solutions at the end.

The Best Animal Riddles:
Search and Find
Original Title: Las Mejores Adivinanzas de Animales.
Busca y Encuentra

Violeta Monreal & Antonio A. Gómez Yebra
Illus by Violeta Monreal
7201322 | 978-84-696-6467-4
235 x 305 mm | 48 pp | HB | 15,00€
13

8+Y
SARA #SQUIDANDSPY
(Sara #espíacalamar)

Sara is a specialist at
resolving all kinds of
mysteries and enigmas
Adventures with humorous
illustrations and texts
adapted to match the
reading age.

Sara #espíacalamar, 1
Mystery in the Snow
Original Title: Sara #espíacalamar, 1
Misterio en la nieve

7201370 | 978-84-696-2953-6

Sara is a great detective.

Pilar Lozano Carbayo
Illus by Núria Aparicio
130 x 200 mm | 128pp | PB | 8,95€

14

During a weekend in the mountains with
her grandparents, Sara learns to ski and
also solves an exciting mystery: does the
abominable snowman really exist or is it just
a story?

Sara #espíacalamar, 2
The Disappeared Twins

Sara #espíacalamar, 3
Kidnapping at school

Original Title: Sara #espíacalamar, 2
Los gemelos desaparecidos

Original Title: Sara #espíacalamar, 3
Secuestro en el cole

7201373 | 978-84-696-2976-5

7210541 | 978-84-696-2976-5

While she enjoys a Halloween party that is
both terrifying and fun at her grandparents’
house, Sara tackles another exciting
mystery: the strange disappearance of a
pair of twins.

Sara is a specialist at resolving all kinds of
mysteries and enigmas.
Will she discover who is behind a
mysterious kidnapping at her school?

15

8+Y
TO KNOW
MORE
(Saber más)
9 Beautifully and
Originally Illustrated
Reference Books, on
different Topics,
RIGHTS SOLD:
Simplified CHINESE

Several authors
Illus by Violeta Monreal
245 x 310 mm | 48pp | HB | 16,50€
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To Know More about
16 Great MUSICIANS

To Know More about
16 Great WRITERS

To Know More about
16 Great PAINTERS

To Know More about
16 Great CITIES

Original Title: Saber más
16 MÚSICOS muy, muy
importantes

Original Title: Saber más
16 ESCRITORES muy, muy
importantes

Original Title: Saber más
16 PINTORES muy, muy
importantes

Original Title: Saber más
16 CIUDADES muy, muy
importantes

To Know More about
16 Great INVENTIONS
Original Title: Saber más
16 INVENTOS muy, muy
importantes

To Know More about
16 Great Great GODS
& HEROES in
MITHOLOGY
Original Title: Saber más
16 DIOSES Y HÉROES
MITOLÓGICOS muy, muy
importantes

To Know More about
16 Great WOMEN

To Know More about
16 Great OLYMPIANS

Original Title: Saber más
16 MUJERES muy, muy
importantes

Original Title: Saber más
16 OLÍMPICOS muy, muy
importantes

To Know More about
16 Great PAINTINGS at
THE PRADO MUSEUM
Original Title: Saber más
16 CUADROS muy, muy
importantes del Museo del Prado

17

10+Y
THE TURBOSKATERS
(Los Turboskaters)

The Turboskaters, 1:
The Legend of The Killer Robot
Original Title: Los Turboskaters, 1.
La leyenda del robot asesino

7210392 | 978-84-696-6264-9 | 264 pp

You’ll love this new series, in which
a bunch of skater kids perform
acrobatics on their boards while
they solve one mistery after another.
The series is centered on a group of
friends, Dogo, Olivia (Oli to her friends)
and Niko, three skateboard lovers, known
as the Turboskaters. In each book, the
protagonists will have a new adventure,
each imbued with mystery and lots of
action. Dogo, as narrator of the story,
offers a naive but fresh outlook on
everything he relates.

Bárbara Balbás Fernández,
Casandra Balbás Fernández,
César Fernández García
Illus. by Sara Lozoya

152 x 215 mm | PB | 12,95€
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First title in a series that will have everyone
talking: featuring Dogo, Olivia (Oli to her friends)
and Niko, who love skateboarding and are known
as the Turboskaters. In each book, the characters
embark on a new adventure, one that always
involves some mystery and plenty of action. Dogo
is the narrator.
In this first adventure, Dogo, Oli and Niko are
excited about the first skateboarding competition
in their town, which they hope to win. But
something is going to disturb their plans to
practise without interruptions: a strange individual
who seems to hide in the old library of Cervantes
Primary School, and who corresponds with a
blood-thirsty robot, about whom legends circulate
on the playground. Could that strange fairhaired girl who runs away from the Turboskaters
whenever she sees them really be a robot? Could
it have something to do with the stolen mobile
phones at Velázquez High School and Cervantes
Primary? But most important of all: who will win
the skate competition, our protagonists or their
arch enemies, the odious Panthers?

The Turboskaters, 2:
The Legend of the Cemetery
of Nigrum
Original Title: Los Turboskaters, 2.
La leyenda del cementerio de Nigrum

The Turboskaters, 3:
The Curse of Ferno 666
Original Title: Los Turboskaters, 3.
La leyenda del videojuego Ferno 666

7210542 | 978-84-696-6695-1 | 280 pp
7210393 | 978-84-696-6265-6 | 296 pp

Who said that the only risk for the
skaters is having a nasty fall?
Second title in a series that will have everyone
talking: featuring Dago, Olivia (Oli to her friends)
and Niko, who love skateboarding and are
known as The Turboskaters. In each book, the
characters embark on a new adventure, one
that always involves some mystery and plenty
of action. Dogo is the narrator.
In this second instalment, our friends
encounter a new mystery: Is there a vampire
in the town cemetery? And a new challenge
as skaters.

Do you want to know how it feels
to enter a cursed skateboarding
videogame? Open this book!
You’ll love the third title in this series,
in which our protagonists will become
embroiled in a new mystery that involves
everyone almost everyone in town. This
time they find out that Dogo’s father, a
programmer specializing in videogames,
is about to update Ferno 666, a videogame
that left a trail of disappearances and
strange phenomena in the town long
time ago. Scared, they start playing the
legendary game to discover the origin of the
curse. The class ends up becoming involved
in their investigations, and they will find out
the truth.

19

10+Y
ALTAMAR

This series features unpublished
works of the most highly
acclaimed Spanish and
international writers, many
of whose writings have
garnered awards and/or
have been translated into a
number of languages. Leading
illustrators recreate, enhance
and enliven the works. Lyric
poetry, drama, and the most
notable narrative genres
(mystery, adventure, science
fiction, comedy, historical
fiction, realism and folklore)
all have a place in a series that
embraces recreational, artistic
and educational values while
aiming to enrich the reader’s
personal experience, heighten
sensitivity in order to awaken
a keen interest in the aesthetic
dimension of the literary
text, and ultimately, foster an
appreciation of reading which
will undoubtedly contribute to
the integral education of the
reader.

155 x 210 mm | 13,50€
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Books written by: PILAR LOZANO CARBAYO & ALEJANDRO RODRÍGUEZ

7174563 | 978-84-696-2844-7
176 pp | HB

Nico: Spying on the
‘Ingenious’ Cervantes

Marco Polo
Wasn’t Alone

Original Title: Nico, espía,
y el «ingenioso» Cervantes

Original Title: Marco Polo no
fue solo

Pilar Lozano Carbayo,
Alejandro Rodriguez
Illus. by Montse Español

Pilar Lozano Carbayo,
Alejandro Rodriguez
Illus. by Jordi Vila Delclòs

Nico has loads of
adventures as he follows
Cervantes!

Venice, 1269: Marco Polo
sets off on his journey to the
Orient. In a world without
consoles, cinema, TV or the
internet, the great traveller lit
the flame of fantasy in many
generations of children who
read “The Book of Wonders”.
Includes Reading Game
(no. 161) from the Effective
Reading collection.

The Magic Encyclopaedia
sends Nico to spy on
Cervantes – and he has loads
of adventures as he follows
the writer! Nico and his
companion Mega take part in
the great battle of Lepanto,
escape from captivity in
Algiers, ride with Don Quijote
and Sancho Panza, and have
rotten fruit thrown at them in
the theatre… There’s never a
dull moment when you’re a
knight errant!

7171203 | 978-84-696-9870-9
160 pp | HB

12+Y
Books written by: J.R.BARAT

The Brotherhood
of the Red Moon
Original Title: La cofradia
de la luna roja

J. R. Barat
llus. by María Simavilla

A lost village, an abandoned
house, a cursed well that is full of
blood, and a protagonist who is
about to discover her fate…
Alba and her family have just inherited
a house that has been shut up for
almost eight years, hidden away in a
village up in the mountains. A place
where there are no shops or cinemas
or restaurants. Where there is not even
an internet or mobile phone signal.
How will she manage to avoid dying of
boredom during the summer? But Alba
won’t have time to lament her fate,
because no sooner does she set foot
in the house than strange things start
to happen. A portrait hidden in a chest
sets off an incredible story featuring an
attic full of old objects, a shadow that
mysteriously appears and disappears,
an enchanted well, a legend and a
curse. The peace and quiet of Alba’s
first days in the village soon become a
nightmare.

7174598 | 978-84-696-6306-6
208 pp | PB

Nowhere
Original Title: Nowhere

A J. R. Barat
Illus. by Fátima García

What would you do if
someone promised to make
your wishes come true?
That’s what happens to
Alberto, our protagonist, who
will take a decision that will
throw him into the adventure
of his life…
Alberto is getting bad marks at
school and his parents never stop
arguing. Things couldn’t be worse!
On the way home, he discovers a
mysterious shop, Nowhere, that has
appeared as if by magic. Its owner,
the peculiar Mr Knight, who seems
to know everything about Alberto,
announces that he can change his
life and make his wishes come true.
Can he be serious? And if he is,
in exchange for what? His choice
will be the start of the adventure
of his lifetime, and will put him in
great danger. Fortunately, Alberto
is not alone, and has the help of his
friends Ana and Jacobo.

7174700 | 978-84-696-6734-7
192 pp | PB | 9,95€
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YA
PARALELO CERO
Recommended works for
the development of reading
comprehension skills in
Secondary Education and
High School. The Paralelo
Cero series features
leading authors who broach
adolescent interests
and concerns, such as
friendship, family, and
racism. Realist, adventure,
or science fiction stories
written with a clarity of
style, succeed in respecting
the richness of expression
whilst employing a
language with which
teenagers will identify.

Books written by: J.R. BARAT

The Black Crypt
Original Title: La cripta Negra

J.A. Barat

Fifth instalment of the successful saga
featuring Daniel Villena, set in Mexico.
Daniel is now in the third year of his
journalism degree, but some things haven’t
changed: his relationship with Alicia and his
visionary powers. This time, the visions relate
to Mexico and the strange deaths of young
people like him. The plot thickens when a
teacher suggests he travel to Mexico to take
part in a historical research project. Once
there, he will become involved in another
mysterious story, involving obscure ancestral
rites in the shadow of the incredible Aztec
pyramids.

7174597 | 978-84-696-6305-9
150 x 205 mm | 296 pp | PB | 10,50€

22

YA

YA

The Schooner
with Seven Masts

Polyphemus’s Eye

Original Title: La goleta de los siete mástiles

J.A. Barat

Original Title: El Ojo de Polifemo

J.A. Barat

Never before had a stamp collection
given rise to such excitement –
and such danger. Do you dare to
accompany Paula on this adventure
that will change her life?
The action of his latest novel takes place
in Barcelona, home to 14-year-old Paula.
One day she visits her grandfather, Fermín,
and finds him dead, hanging from the
balcony awning. Paula doesn’t think he
has committed suicide, and when she
investigates what might have happened,
she discovers that her grandfather
possessed an extremely valuable stamp:
the schooner with seven masts. Now it
belongs to Paula. But she will soon find
herself caught up in a nightmare because
there is too much money at stake, and
some very dangerous people who are
prepared to kill to get their hands on it…

7174531 | 978-84-696-2613-9
130 x 210 mm | 184 pp | PB | 10,50€

Do you want to know what
Polyphemus’s eye is?
It’s not what it seems.
Crime fiction featuring Samuel, a sixteenyear-old boy who, due to problems at
home, is temporarily living with his uncle
Juan Domingo, who runs a detective
agency. Samuel ends up assisting his uncle
on his latest case. Working side by side,
they uncover a complicated plot which
has its origins in the theft from a Catalan
winemaker of an extremely valuable
jewel, the eye of Polyphemus, involving
Damián’s workmates, an antiques dealer,
a woman who collects old objects, and
even his nephew. As they unravel what has
happened, Samuel falls in love with Andrea,
a girl who works in a café, and he grows
fond of his uncle, with whom he establishes
a close bond.

7174693 | 978-84-696-6699-9
130 x 205 mm | 320 pp | PB | 10,50€

The latest novel by successful
children’s writer, Juan Ramón Barat!

23

YA

YA

J.R. BARAT Books

Leave the Dead in Peace

Grave 142

Original Title: Deja en paz a los muertos

Original Title: La sepultura 142

J.A. Barat

J.A. Barat

A disturbing adventure involving
corpses, mysterious characters
and inexplicable events.

Do you dare to piece together
this fiendishly difficult jigsaw?

Daniel Villena travels with his family to
spend the holidays in a small village
by the sea. There he meets a strange
boy who appears and disappears
mysteriously, and is able to enter
Daniel’s dreams and turn them into
nightmares. One day, he receives
an anonymous letter containing the
following threatening words: ‘Leave the
dead in peace or it won’t be long before
you join them.’ From that moment
on, Daniel will be caught up in an
adventure involving corpses, mysterious
characters and inexplicable events. A
story in which nothing is what it seems…

7174687 | 978-84-696-6633-3
130 x 210 mm | 240 pp | PB | 10,50€
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A stranger has been murdered.
A young woman has disappeared.
There is an antique shop run by
a mysterious old man who looks
like he has escaped from a medieval
story. And four sinister masks that
come to life. The scattered pieces
of a jigsaw that nobody seems able
to solve. Daniel Villena, a student
with special powers, unwittingly
becomes embroiled in a nightmarish
story, which he must solve, even
if it means putting his own life at risk.

7174698 | 978-84696-6724-8
130 x 205 mm | 320 pp | PB | 10,95€

YA

It’s Raining on my Gravestone
Original Title: Llueve sobre mi lápida

J.A. Barat

An exciting story in which nothing is
what it seems.
Daniel and Alicia, the young protagonists of
Deja en paz a los muertos and La sepultura
142, feature in another exciting adventure.
Daniel dreams about a medieval village in
whose cemetery he sees a woman standing
in front of an anonymous grave, under the
rain. Daniel discovers that the village is a
real place – Atienza in Guadalajara province
– so he decides to take a trip. He continues
to dream about the mysterious woman
and, to cap it all, he is almost run down by
an Alfa Romeo, which plunges over a cliff.
On his return to Madrid, he tells Alicia what
has happened, and she convinces him to
go back to the village and discover what
lies behind these visions. This will be the
start of a new and sometimes dangerous
adventure, in which the clever couple
uncover a tragic family story that revolves
around the unfortunate woman who
appears in Daniel’s dreams.

7174692 | 978-84-696-17469-2
130 x 205 mm | 312 pp | PB | 9,95€
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YA

YA

J.R. BARAT Books

The Night of the Gargoyles

Clara in the Dark

Original Title: La noche de las gárgolas

Original Title: Clara en la oscuridad

J.A. Barat

J.A. Barat

The next instalment in the
successful series featuring Daniel
and Alicia, whose author, J.R.
Barat, is the winner of major prizes
including the Hache and the City of
Salamanca.

Just outside the city stands
La Rosa Negra, a huge ruined
mansion that appears to be
uninhabited. A forest of ghostly
trees, black statues, secret
basements and memories
from other times envelop it in a
claustrophobic atmosphere.

Daniel Villena, a second-year journalism
student, receives a mysterious letter. It
contains just a single word – ‘Help’ – and
has been sent by someone called C.W.,
from Highgate. A real mystery! And he is
starting to have nightmares in which a
shadow sends him disturbing messages…
in English: ‘Help’, ‘I want to die’… And
a blue butterfly is always to be found
fluttering around.
Who is C.W.? Is it the shadow that
appears in Daniel’s dreams? Why is C.W.
asking him for help? And what is the
link between London’s Highgate district
and C.W.? The only way to answer these
questions, which are beginning to obsess
him, is to travel to London and embark
upon a new adventure in which he will
discover a terrifying love story, gargoyles
that come to life… and a beautiful woman
trapped between life and death, who can
only cry ‘Help’ in desperation.

7174467 | 978-84-696-2331-2
130 x 210 mm | 272 pp | PB | 10,50€
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Just outside the city stands La Rosa
Negra, a huge ruined mansion that
appears to be uninhabited. A forest
of ghostly trees, black statues, secret
basements and memories from other
times envelop it in a claustrophobic
atmosphere. By chance, Sergio and
Clara, two fifteen-year-olds, will enter this
shadowy realm one night, not suspecting
that their fate is hidden between the
walls of the mysterious mansion…

7171447 | 978-84-696-0479-3
130 x 210 mm | 256 pp | PB | 10,50€

YA

YA

Books written by: JORDI SIERRA I FABRA

97 Ways to Say “I Love You”
Original Title: 97 formas de decir
“te quiero”

Jordi Sierra i Fabra

A Man With a Fork in a
Land of Soup
Original Title: Un hombre
con un tenedor en una tierra de sopas

Jordi Sierra i Fabra

A terrible and fascinating
love story
Cristóbal can’t believe it when
Daniela, a young girl he has never
met, reveals that they both died
twenty years ago with the promise
they would be reincarnated. He
is even more astonished when he
explores the terrible and fascinating
story told by Daniela. And that is when
the mystery arises, along with the
hope that a love that had been cut
short might be reborn. But there is
one final clue to uncover…

7174685 | 978-84696-6631-9
130 x 210 mm | 176 pp | PB | 10,50€

A famous photographer, winner
of a major prize for the shocking
image of the massacre of a group
of indigenous people in Chiapas
(Mexico), inexplicably commits
suicide.
A famous photographer, winner of a
major prize for the shocking image of
the massacre of a group of indigenous
people in Chiapas (Mexico), inexplicably
commits suicide. His younger brother
Isaac, a journalism student, wonders
what lies behind this death at the height
of his brother’s success, and decides
to investigate the possible reasons. The
investigation will take him to the heart of
the conflict, in Selva Lacandona… where
the truth will threaten his own life.

71746897 | 978-84696-6674-6
130 x 210 mm | 176 pp | PB | 9,95€
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YA

YA

Books written by: ELIACER CANSINO

The Velázquez Mystery

The Boy with the Blue Hands

Original Title: El misterio Velázquez

Original Title: El chico de las manos azules

Eliacer Cansino

Eliacer Cansino

Discover the confessions of
Nicolás Pertusato, a boy who
took part in some extraordinary
events which have remained
unknown.

A thrilling story of adversity and
achievement.

Discover the confessions of Nicolás
Pertusato, a boy who took part in
some extraordinary events which have
remained unknown.This boy, who
appears in Las Meninas, describes his
life, his struggle to maintain his dignity
despite his physical condition and,
finally, his enigmatic relationship with
the artist Velázquez, which will lead
him to undertake a difficult task.

7170670 | 978-84-696-3192-8
130 x 210 mm | 160 pp | PB | 10,50€

Lazarillo Prize Winner
More than 200, 000 copies sold
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His hands stained with blue paint, Franz
arrives in Spain, accompanied by Illia
and fleeing the horror of the war that
has broken out in their home country of
Yugoslavia. An unknown country awaits
them, and it is not easy to adapt to an
environment that bears no resemblance
to their previous lives. Poverty and
misfortune unleash the best and worst of
emotions… A thrilling story of adversity
and achievement, of the struggle to
recover lost dignity.

7174691 | 978-84-696-6676-0
125 x 210 mm | 224 pp | PB | 9,95€

YA
Books written by: SANTIAGO HERRAIZ

Jerusalem Weeps
Original Title: Llora Jerusalén

Santiago Herraiz

A moving story set against the
backdrop of recent history.
Jerusalem. Nora has just lost her
best friend in a bomb attack in the
city’s Jewish market. A few months
later, another attack, this time on
a Palestinian boy, will affect her
deeply. The foundations of her life are
crumbling. Events follow one another
in quick succession, demanding that
she choose a side: hatred or love. A
thrilling novel that takes a courageous
approach to a very topical issue.

7174690 | 978-84-696-6675-3
130 x 205 mm | 176 pp | PB | 9,95€
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